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Married at First Sight Chapter 1968-Zachary said affirmatively: “Impossible! My 
mother-in-law is also sisters, and her elder sister is Mrs. Audrey Stone. We all know 
Mrs. Stone’s children. Except for Elisa, your sister-in-law has no other cousins. “ 

Kevin: “Counting up, it’s Mrs. Stone’s generation. Does she have any other sisters?” 

Zachary said again: “Mrs. Stone said that she is only the two sisters. Her parents and 
family members are all dead. Only the two sisters are alive and have no relatives, so 
they will be sent to the orphanage.” 

Kevin: “…” 

Zachary: “Kevin, you just said the daughter of the Farrell family?” 

Zachary finally caught the point. 

“It’s Kathryn, the daughter of the Farrell family. There are many topics about the Farrell 
family. If I talk about them, I’ll be talking for days and nights; I won’t talk much right now, 
brother, but to cut a long story short, Kathryn is the daughter of the head of the Farrell 
family. She was maliciously replaced by the housekeeper, and the housekeeper’s 
daughter became the daughter of the Farrell family, and she is now the second young 
lady of the Farrell family. 

Kathryn, a real daughter, grew up in the housekeeper’s old parents. She suffered a lot. I 
heard that the housekeeper’s family treated Kathryn very badly. Later, for some reason, 
this matter was exposed. The daughter finally returned to the Farrell family and became 
the young lady of the Farrell family. 

It’s only been a year since she returned to Farrell’s house. She looks weak and 
deceitful, but she’s actually pretending to be a pig and eating a tiger, just like my second 
sister-in-law Camryn.” 

Zachary interrupted him, “I don’t have time to listen to other people’s gossip, but I do 
know that my mother-in-law’s surname was originally Farrell, but she changed her 
surname to Howden after being adopted, but Mrs. Stone didn’t say what her original 
name was. All I know is that after she was adopted by the Howden family, she changed 
her name to Lisa Howden.” 

“I heard from grandma that Mrs. Stone’s maiden name is Audrey Farrell(Fisher).” 

Kevin patted his thigh, “My sister-in-law must have some connection with the Farrell 
family. The surname Farrell is very rare, Mrs. Stone’s surname is Farrell, maybe she is 
from the Farrell family. And it is unlikely to be a collateral lineage, and it is very likely to 



be a direct lineage, because the sister-in-law and sister Liberty are like Kathryn, the 
future head of the Farrell family.” 

After Zachary was silent, he said: “When your sister-in-law comes back, I’ll tell her about 
it and ask her to ask Mrs. Stone.” 

Zachary hoped that Serenity would not be involved in the circle of right and wrong 
again. 

“Well, let my sister-in-law ask. I will go to Jensburg to inquire about the Farrell family 
and see if there are any children living outside the Farrell family.” 

Mrs. Stone was in her fifties now. If her sisters were really members of the Farrell family 
in Jensburg, something must have happened to the Farrell family decades ago. 

Kevin thought that the Queen family was a wealthy family in Jensburg, so he must know 
the past of the Farrell family. 

Come on, he had another excuse to pester Hayden. 

Zachary: “Just inquire in private, don’t make a big fuss. Your sister-in-law and sister 
Liberty are living happily and peacefully now. I don’t want them to be involved in the 
circle of right and wrong again.” 

Kevin said: “That’s natural, brother, I’ll take care of things, don’t worry.” 

Zachary said amusedly: “I don’t know if you can keep that mouth of yours.” 

“I have a long tongue, but I also know what to say and what not to say. I won’t let my 
sister-in-law be involved until the investigation is clear. The current Farrell family can be 
as chaotic as it was back then. Meadspring Lafayette family is like that.” 

Of course, the Farrell family was not as powerful as the Lafayette family, and even if it 
wasn’t as powerful, there were constant squabbles within the family. 

The main thing was, who of the two daughters of the Farrell family would be the head of 
the family in the end? 

Kathryn was the true daughter, but she grew up in the countryside, and she had only 
been back for a year, and her foundation was not stable. Her parents, brothers and 
sisters-in-law all favored Shiloh, a fake daughter. 

Shiloh was trained as a successor for more than 20 years, and suddenly everything will 
be lost, was she willing? 

It’s hard to believe that she would be willing. 



Zachary: “How are you and Hayden?” 

Kevin: “Just started to act, what can I do? She hates me now. If she hadn’t cultivated 
well enough, I think she might beat me up a few times.” 

There was a smile in Kevin’s words. 

Clearly, Kevin didn’t care what Hayden thought of him. 
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